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p
aul was waiting for Sylvie. The experience
was unfamili,ar, since Sylvie was always
on time.

She had said near the~ Houdon sculp-
tures. Paul was sure he had not misunder-
stood because he had noted that it was the

same meeting place she had chosen the first time



he had asked her to lunch. It was characterisitc of
Sylvie not to select a more obvious placem
perhaps the front steps of the museum offices or
the central fountain at the Gallery of Art. It was
as though ew.’n the few moments needed to bring
to pass an arranged meeting must be spent not in
empty waiting but in the enjoyment of some-
thing she loved. If one precious hour must be
spent on food for the body, then let there be food
also for the soul.

Paul glanced skeptically at his watch again. He
had discernecl, he decided, the secret of Sylvie’s
serenity. As a matter of course, she did well what
was necessalry because to do less would have
been contrary to her nature. Yet she did it with-
out anxiety and without turmoil because some-
how the essence of things was not defined for
her in terms of the administrative work which
consumed five in seven of her days. Once, when
he had only recently met her, Paul had declared
in a moment of grandiose abandon, "I work to
live; I don’t live to work!" Sylvie had smiled with
tolerant amusement at his platitude but also with
understanding.

Paul sensed that the milieu of calm in which
Sylvie existed was connected also with the pecul-
iar religious faith she had embraced some years
before. Though whether her gift was something
she had brought with her to baptism or carried
away from it, he could not be sure. Sylvie was not
a frequent church attender and did not appear
anxious to discuss the more outlandish beliefs
professed by iher coreligionists, who called them-
selves Saints in the tradition of the early church
and whose full title suggested an imminent end
to the world. But Paul sensed that she held
determinedly’ to some core of faith and that her
conversion h.ad been no passing fancy.

Moved by a vague spasm of guilt, Paul turned
his gaze from the long gallery down which he had
been peering to the little pair of white statues
behind him. Sylvie would want him to enjoy their
company while he stood hereDwould be dis-
gusted if she were to find him gazing instead into
empty space while actually shoulder to shoulder
with such opportunity.

Paul smiled. It was difficult not to smile as one
confronted tlhese pretty children because they
appeared so nearly alive and alert. As he met the
whimsical stone eyes of first one small bust and
then the other, Paul remembered the first time
Sylvie had met him here. Until then, he had paid
so little attention to the small marble boy and girl
that Sylvie had needed to inform him that they
stood in the gallery’s west wing, near the same
artist’s busts of Voltaire. Though he would not
have told Sylvie so, Paul still preferred the
Voltaires, carved with obvious regard and affec-
tion for the .great Frenchman by his younger
compatriot. Sylvie had agreed that both busts
were well macle and amusing, the one bewigged
in the fashion of the time, the other bald.

It was the two children, however, and not the
philosopher, who had held her gaze longest; and
Paul had seen, beyond the obvious beauty of her
own finely sculpted profile and crown of honey-
colored braids, a yearning that he perceived but
did not understand.

Seated across from her that day over salads
and croissants, he had ventured to ask whether
the statues reminded her of someone she knew.
Sylvie had been pensive during their walk to the
restaurant, saying little. Now, however, she had
reached for a knife and applied butter to bread as
if cheerfully acknowledging the necessity of
mundane things and taking pleasure in them.
She smiled.

"I suppose they remind me of my niece and
nephew, now that you mention it."

"So you have a brother or sister?"
"A sister. And she has two beautiful children.

But I don’t see enough of them. They live in New
York, and my sister takes them to France every
summer to see my mother. So except when I can
join them on those trips, I only see them on
occasional holidays."

Paul had pondered this unexpected interest of
Sylvie’s. He had known her then for a month,.
since she had left the staff of another museum
and had come to work in the office above his. He
had been attracted immediately by her stature,
almost as tall as his own, her full, firm figure,
finely cut facial features, and abundant hair,
which she wore with proud disregard in a style a
century out of fashion.

Usually it would not have required a month’s
preparation for Paul to suggest a social meeting
with an attractive woman. Though he did not
feel compelled to pursue conquests for their own
sake, Paul enjoyed the company of women and
found them usually responsive to his overtures.
He approached them with genuine regard, with
neither condescension nor timidity. He respected
strength and intelligence in women and had no
fear of it. Aware of this, he had been surprised at
his own initial hesitation when he had met
Sylvie. She had never appeared haughty or aloof;
it was only that she seemed surrounded, perhaps
unconsciously, by a protective aura shielding a
private core that was not freely accessible to
acquaintances. Paul had instinctively recognized
and respected this, sensing that he impressed
people in much the same way and that it was for
this reason that he could claim many pleasant
associations but few close friends.

The more Paul had seen of Sylvie, the more
keen he had become to penetrate this invisible
barrier, though not rudely or hastily. Learning to
know such a woman, Paul felt, should resemble
the discovery of a book or piece of music of rare
quality. It was something to be approached grad-
ually and savored with growing regard, not vio-
lated in an impatient attempt to possess it all at
once at the risk of forfeiting its value.

Over their first meal together, because they
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had happened upon the topic of Sylwie’s young
relatives, Paul had learned more of her family.
The information had increased his feeling of
identity with her. Like himself, she was a child of
two continents--one parent an American and
one a European.

"And your mother lives in France now?" he
had inquired.

"Yes, she won’t come back here now. She was
never happy here, although they spent eighteen
years here together. When my sister was sixteen
and I was fourteen, she took us to France--to
finish our education, she told us. We spent five
years there~ It was a valuable experience for us,
but we weren’t entirely happy, knowing that this
had been our mother’s way of leaving our father."

"So you came back at nineteen?"
"I came back and enrolled at the university

where my father teaches. I suppose I felt I needed
to give him back something of what rny mother
had taken away. I still see him fairly often, but he
is three hundred miles away, and both of us are
busy."

"And your sister came back with you?"
"Not with me, but not long after. She met an

American student in Grenoble and married him.
It was an irony for my mother. Cecile was closer
to her than I. She feels some guilt, I think, at
having left her alone--although Mother has
many relatives in France--so she goes back more
often than I do."

"Have your parents married again?"
"No--they were never divorced. That didn’t

seem acceptable to my mother at the time,
although to me it seems far more acceptable than
living a pretense which fools no one. I suppose,
someday, if either of them encounters a need to
be legally free--but then, it has been sixteen
years. Both of them have found ways of life
which seem to satisfy them."

Paul had sipped his coffee thoughtfully. He
had hesitated to ask ~more questions, feeling that
he owed Sylvie some information in return; but
the paucity of what he could tell her had appalled
him, and he had remained silent for several

minutes.
"I grew up in Chicago," he had blurted at last..

"My parents were divorced when I was a little
boy, and there were no other children--" He had
paused, shrugged, and smiled wanly at her, lear-.
ing his meager offering suspended in the air.

Sylvie had returned a smile that had dispelled
his humiliation. "There is more to the life history
of Paul Werner than that, I think," she had ven-
tured. "Tell me, how did you learn to love beauti-
ful things in Chicago?"

"Miss Gerard, let me contribute to your educa-.
tion!" Paul had exclaimed in mock horror. "The
Midwest is not the cultural wasteland you
imagine. Truly, though--" His tone had become
suddenly serious, his face sober. "I might have
missed it altogether if it hadn’t been for my
uncle, my rnother’s brother. Mother is a practica]l
person, and she had to become more so after she
was left alone. Dad left for California, and 11
haven’t seen him more than twice in the past
thirty years. My uncle took an interest in me, anti
I guess I owe him everything, everything that
counts. He took me to museums, plays, concerts,
read to me, brought me books. He never married..
so he had time for those things, and for me. ]I
guess he became my ideal."

"I see."
Surprised at his own revelatory outburst, Paul

was also surprised to see that Sylvie’s smile was
gone and that she was regarding him pensively.

"And your uncle--is he still, alive, then, still in
Chicago?"

Paul shook his head. "He died five years ago,
just the way he would have wanted to die--in
bed, alone, with a glass of Grand Marnier and a
good book."

"It must have been hard fo~.~ you."
"It was."
"So you don’t go back often now?"
"Not often, no."
"And~you live alone?"
"I live alone."
Paul had felt unable to ask the same question

of Sylvie; but he had left the interview somehow
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certain that ..she, like himself, though near his
own age, had not been married and was not now
involved in any binding or absorbing attachment.
Her manner was not childlike or naive, and Paul
thought it unlikely that she was a stranger to
physical affection, yet she seemed to convey an
unspoken message that erotic overtures would
not be welcome without some signal of permis-
sion from her. Thus far, although Paul had
sought and enjoyed Sylvie’s company with in-
creasing frequency during the six months he had
known her, that signal had not been given, nor
had Paul made any attempt to press the issue.
Because she revealed herself only gradually and
always conveyed the impression that what she
still withheld had value, Sylvie had continued to
hold Paul’s intterest and had begun to inspire in
him a kind of reverence which he would not have
felt for a woman who could give quickly and
easily all that she had to offer.

One night two weeks before, as they had sat
side by side in a balcony between glittering
chandeliers above them and a black-tailed or-
chestra far below, Sylvie had impulsively laid her
hand on Paul’s arm as she anticipated a melodic
crescendo of great beauty. Cautiously, he had
covered the unconscious hand with his own free
one, and she had not moved. Later, as he had left
her in the darkness at the door of the narrow row
house where she lived, he had taken her by the
shoulders and kissed her gently, and she had
neither objected nor encouraged any further
advance.

When they had arranged to spend time to-
gether, plans had often been nonexistent and
destinations undetermined, yet it had never been
difficult or awkward to find a pastime enjoyable
to both. Neither considered it inappropriate to
wander after hours in the familiar galleries of the
institution that employed them both, letting
mood and time available determine whether it
was to be French impressionism, contemporary
sculpture, hist~oric relics, or displays of futuristic
foresight that would be the focus of their
attention.

Though neither had a strong interest in poll-

tics, they enjoyed wandering on occasion under-
neath the gilded vaults and painted domes which
had seen the deeds and fortunes of so many
wielders of power come and go. Sometimes,
especially at sunset at the beginning and end of
summer, they had been drawn to the white and
softly flood-lit monuments erected to the great-
est of these men. Sylvie had a particular affection
for the varied genius of the statesman who
stood, twelve bronze feet high, beneath a dome
built to resemble the home he had designed for
himself at Monticello. Several times they had sat,
cushioned by a folded blanket, on the steps lead-
ing to this open-air temple, listening to the music
of a uniformed band, and had continued to sit
long after the music had ended, gazing across the
tree-rimmed, sunset-reflecting basin of water
at their feet and watching the stream of curious
visitors to the shrine diminish to a trickle of
lingerers like themselves.

Sometimes Sylvie, who had known the city
longer and more intimately than Paul, had taken
him by surprise, introducing him to some trea-
sure hidden away from the heart of town where
it was more likely to be discovered by the watch-
ful resident than the harried tourist. In three sea-
sons they had enjoyed the pre-Columbian arti-
facts and horticultural splendor of Dumbarton
Oaks and had picnicked against the changing back-
drop of the National Arboretum. They had
found, tucked among the narrow streets to the
east of the great chambers of law-making and
justice, the home of Frederick Douglass, the
statesman born a slave, which now housed a
display of African art. They had wandered past
small shops, cafes, and sidewalk artists until the
narrowing streets of Georgetown had brought
them to water-borne concerts on canal barges.

Paul remembered one Saturday in particular
when Sylvie, without forewarning, had tried to
put him to work. Their destination, she had
informed him, was a museum. This had come as
no surprise, but as they had emerged from the
underground station with Paul following Sylvie’s
lead, he had become increasingly puzzled by their
route. Walking away from the political and artis-
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tic center of the city, they had headed down
increasingly dilapidated streets strewn with the
debris of a Friday night as celebrated by the
working poor and the unemployed. Few of the
revelers were to be seen on the streets that
morning, but occasionally a child, dark-faced and
moon-eyed, appeared before one slice of a long
loaf of identical houses, eyed the trespassers
briefly with curiosity or suspicion, then dis-
appeared. At last Sylvie had stopped before the
closed door of a bare, characterless brick building.

"Is this it?"
"This is it."
"It’s a school."
"It used to be."
Paul had stepped inside to confront a wide,

enclosed chute twisting and tumbling from the
third story to the first. From this monstrosity
emanated a persistent rumbling and a chorus of
excited treble voices. Startled, Paul had looked up
through a stairwell to see several children glee-
fully sending glass marbles cascading down the
column from two floors above. Paul had glanced
at Sylvie, and a hint of amusement ira her eyes
had answered a hint of panic in his.

His memory retained the rest of that morning
as a bright, chaotic collage of children engaged in
wildly improbable pursuits--children trium-
phantly seated behind the wheels of ancient
automobiles, children peering into open parking
meters for a more intimate acquaintance with
their interior operation, children struggling into
and out of full-sized firemen’s boots and rubber
coats, children’s hands and lungs producing the
joyful dissonance of impromptu bands, children
weighing, measuring, lifting, dropping, climbing,
rolling, slithering, tossing, mixing, shaking,
swinging, folding, painting, pasting, tasting.
Through this wilderness of juvenile abandon
Paul had followed Sylvie helplessly for some
three hours;, feeling strangely invisfble as she
stopped to offer a few minutes of subtle super-
vision to one museum patron after another.
After one or two attempts to indicate to Paul
some means of making himself serviceable, she
had seemed to abandon the effort, only turning
now and then to toss a capsule of commentary
over her shoulder.

"Don’t worry about them." She had nodded
toward a pair of well-dressed blond youngsters
cautiously exploring a box of tools under the
hovering presence of a willowy woman in designer
jeans. "There’s nothing you can do for them--
unless you can find a way to get rid of Maman for
a while, that is." Sylvie had turned her attention
to a group of six or seven boistrous, dark-faced
boys all attempting to occupy one motorcycle
seat at the same time. "This bunch might bear
watching."

She had moved calmly into the fray, leaving
Paul at the mercy of a small, owl-eyed girl who
wanted to be lifted high enough to peer into a fire
alarm box which stood with its vital organs

displayed.
As they had finally departed for the relatiw~

quiet of a lunch counter, Paul had stared at Sylvie
in awe.

"And you do that once a month."
"I do."
"And like. it?"
"Very much. It’s a welcome ,change after being:

too much with people who take themselves and
their world too seriously and find too little.
wonder in it."

’Tm afraid that’s not my idea of a relaxing way
to spend a Saturday morning."

"Relaxing, no. But enjoyable. Did you enjoy it,
Paul?"

He hesitated only long enough to see some
faint illumination disappear from her face and
her cool self-command return as she answered
for him.

"No," she had said simply. "You didn’t."

The image of her face, whiclh had nearly faded
into some other vaguely related thought, sud-
enly materialized sharply. She was standing:
before him.

"Oh--he][lo! Where were you?"
He was immediately sorry for his abrupt greet-

ing and slightly annoyed that she had surprised
him into it after his conscientious effort to be
prepared for her arrival.

"Where were you?" she responded calmly.
"You looked far away."

Paul smiled gallantly. "My thoughts were all
with you. INhere shall we dine?"

She suggested a quiet place which had become
a favorite due to its obscurity, its economy, and
certain iterns on the menu whose unexpected
excellence they had discovered by trial .and error.
Paul agreed, immediately, and the approved items;
were soon duly ordered, but Sylvi,e seemed
uncharacteristically apprehensive and withdrawn.
Puzzled, Paul passed in mental review their
recent encounters and conversations. He searched
among his own words and behavior for some
cause for anxiety or annoyance on her part, but
recalled none. Sylvie appeared to find it difficult
to finish her meal, much less enjoy it., and con-
versation seemed to be equally difficult ira a way
that it had not been even at the beginning of their
acquaintance. His own overtures were answered
briefly and absently, as though Sylvie had only
half heard. She herself alternated long silences
with sudden explosions of commentary on in-
consequential subjects; and once, inexplicably
and with obvious self-consciousness, she made
some inquiries about Paul’s health, though he did
not remember being ill since ]he had known her.

Finally, as she pushed her dessert away un-
tasted, Paul spoke abruptly.

"Something is bothering you, Sylvie. What is
it?"

For the first time that evening, she looked at
him with total honesty in her expression.
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"I need to talk about something, but--it’s very
difficult. I can’t here. Can we walk for a while?"

"Of course. I have no plans."
They paid their bill and wandered into the

early darkness of a late autumn evening. It was
too cold to be comfortable outdoors, but they
pushed their hands deep into their coat pockets
and walked for over half an hour, leaving the
streets swollen with the evening traffic and find-
ing the foot paths that led through acres of
quietly lighted park toward the river. By unspoken
agreement, they bordered the tidal basin, cold
and ghostly in the November dark, and slowly
mounted the white steps leading to the domed
shrine. Each huddled separately against the cold,
they seated themselves on a marble bench at the
sage’s feet and let their eyes circle the base of the
dome above their heads.

"I have sworn upon the altar of God eternal
hostility toward every form of tyranny over the
mind of mart." Paul supposed for a moment that
Sylvie had read the words of the inscription
aloud, as she was fond of doing; but she was
silent. They were alone. No human sound com-
peted with the lapping of the water below them
and the shiw_~ring of the bare bones of trees in the
bitter breeze that plucked at Sylvie’s hair. Min-
utes passed. When Sylvie spoke at last, it was
with a steady voice and direct gaze which belied
the inner struggle Paul had witnessed that
evening.

"Paul," she said with quiet absolutism, "I must
have a child."

It was the last thing he had expected to hear
her say, and yet it did not strike him as peculiar.
He looked back into her intense face, silent not
because her statement had shocked him, but
because he had no idea what response he could
offer.

"Yes," he lamely replied at last. "I think you
would like that, Sylvie."

Her eyes, never leaving his face, seemed to
convey to him some heavy burden of obligation
to say more than he had, to understand more
than he could. A thought leaped suddenly onto
the blank background of his mind, bringing with
it a pang of grief.

"Are you telling me, thenmthat you’re going
to be married?"

Sylvie shook her head slowly. "I used to think
so, yes--but I didn’t meet the right person at the
right time. Or perhaps it was I who was not the
right person and never will be. At any rate, I
don’t count on that anymore. I can’t wait for that.
I’m thirty-five, Paul. I want a child now, before
it’s too late. Perhaps it’s selfish of me to decide to
do it alone, perhaps it’s not fair to the child. Don’t
think | haven’t fought that battle with myself,
over and over again. I’ve decided what I must do,
and I’ll do my best for the child. That’s all anyone
can do, isn’t it?"

Paul stared at her, every nerve suddenly alert.
"So do you intend to adopt a child? I’m sure you

could make a success of it, Sylvie," he added hast-
ily, feeling an urgent need to say something in
order to prevent her from saying more. "After
all, one parent is better than none, particularly
one like you. And there must be many children
who need~I’ve read aboutm"

It was not her voice but her face that stopped
him. Slowly she nodded her head.

"Yes, I may well look into it someday. Single
parents are considered acceptable for children
who have what are kindly called ’special needs.’
But there is time for that. There isn’t much time
left to do it myself--to experience all of becoming
a mother. And that’s what I want, Paul."

The grey eyes never wavered from his face, as
though to let them do so would mean an ir-
reparable rupture of the invisible girders she had
erected with such difficulty.

"But--" Paul struggled for composure to match
her own but found himself succumbing to total
bewilderment instead. "But you said alone,
Sylvie."

"Well, of course~" She smiled faintly, her
mouth quivering slightly but the iron in the eyes
becoming still firmer. "I’ll need some assistance--
in the beginning."

Paul fought his rising embarrassment, which
he felt to be childish and inappropriate to the
solemnity of the moment. Astounded at the dis-
crepancy between Sylvie’s discourse and the
careful composure with which she delivered it,
he felt obliged to emulate her as well as he could.

"Well, Sylvie~I suppose--I certainly don’t
know much about such things, but--I suppose
there are some people--some doctors--"

"No, Paul." The composure did not waver, and
the voice was very soft but more insistent than
ever. "That would have been easier, so much
easier than this, and I don’t find it such a shock-.
ing possibility. But~no. I believe a child is a gift,"
she said. "I would like mine to be a gift from a
good, sensitive man who has held me in his arms,
however briefly--not from a doctor with a hard
white table and a syringe."

Her eyes were large and filled with intense
pleading that she need not say more.

"Sylvie," he whispered at last. "Oh, Sylvie."
Only now did the grey eyes, which had never

released Paul’s since she had begun to speak,
become blurred and shiny with moist sorrow.
Paul took her hands, and his words seemed to
chase after the control he felt escaping him.

"Sylvie, if I were worth what you’re asking, I’d
ask you to marry me, right now. Don’t think I
haven’t thought about it. You’re~l wonder if
you know what you are. But as for memSylvie, I
don’t think I know how to be a husband. No one
ever taught me. I’m sure I don’t know how to be a
father."

Sylvie shook her head gently. "I know that,
Paul. I don’t expect that. I’m asking for the gift
itself, nothing more."

"You don’t think I’d expect something more of
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myself7"
"I intend to make sure that it would be useless

for you to feel any further obligation. That’s at
least half the reason it’s so hard for me to do
this."

"What do you mean?"
"If we should succeed--then I would make

sure we would not see each other again." She
sighed deeply and withdrew her hands. "And if
we don’t succeed--or if you feel you can’t do this
thing for me--then the end must be the same,
because things could never be as they have been
between us."

Paul reclaimed one hand and held it against his
cheek.

"Please, Sylvie. I’m not the soul of nobility, but
you can’t think I’d leave you that way or let you
be alone--"

"It’s you who would be alone, Paul. And that
grieves me, more than I can say. But you’re alone
now. I think you were content before you met
me and could be again. You may miss me for a
while, but--you know how to be alone. Your
uncle taught you. Your life has taught you. I
don’t know how. I’ve learned to appear not to
need anyone, but it’s a lie. I’m not sure I know
how to be a wife, either, but I think I could be a
mother. I can’t face the prosepct of growing old,
knowing that it might have been and that I
waited too long."

She sighed slowly, as though drawing forth
with pain still one more accumulated sorrow.

"’My church would exclude me. Not .0nly from
the church. From heaven."

"Your church doesn’t approve of families?"
"Very much so. But only of the proper kind.

Mine would not be that kind. The Saiints enter
heaven as if it were Noah’s ark, two by two."

His hand encased her crown of hair, and the
grey eyes disappeared at last in the furrows of his
coat.

"Sylvie--may I have time to think?"
"Of course," she answered simply. ’"I planned

for that. A week from tomorrow, meet me in the
same place after work. We won’t see each other
until then. If you are not there, then I’ll knowm

and I’ll understand."

The oppressive heat of late summer weighed
Paul’s gait as he climbed the stone stairs. As his
ikey found the lock, he was aware of a peculiar
blend of emptiness and anticipation he had har-
bored intermittently in recent months.

The mailbox had been of interest at first, after
the personnel office had confirmed Sylvie’s
resignation and Paul had glimpsed a spectacled,
well-tailored young man behind her desk. As it
became clear that no immediate correspondence
¯ was to be expected from Sylvie, Paul’s nightly
survey of the box’s contents had become a per-
functory ritual and remained so for many weeks.

Lately, he had tried to deny that the summer’s
progress had brought with it at renewed interest
iin the mail; so it was with forced casualness that
’.he opened the small box this early September
.evening, purposely unprepared for what lay
iinside. Even, as his eyes focused on the firrn artis-
¯ tic script and his hands moved to unseal the buff-
.colored envelope, his mind seemed unwilling to
:grant the missive an identity or a purpose..

The note paper he withdrew was small, and
:folded only once. It crossed Paul’s mind that he
had no past memory of trembling visibly; but it
,was necessary now to steady both hands against
¯ the balustrade as he spread the paper open and
,observed, then slowly absorbed, its content.

It was unmistakably Sylvie’s handwriting: but
¯ there was neither salutation nor signature, only
a brief passage attributed to the Indian poet
Tagore: "Every child comes with the message
that / God is not yet discouraged with man."

Slowly and almost tenderly, Paul folded the-
!paper and turned his attentiort to the torn enve-
]lope. The postmark was blurred, and there was
:no return address.

Paul turned at last and repocketed his key. His
.other hand carefully tucked the small envelope
:into another pocket and remained there protec-
tively. He had no wish now to go into the house
.and no conscious goal as he retraced his usual
:route through the narrow neighborhood streets.
’The hospitality of familiar restaurants and side-
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walk cafes did not tempt him as he pursued an
indirect course back toward the center of the
city.

The evening was sultry; the streets shaded by
the ripe, overgreen leaves which in six weeks’
time would lie strewn, varicolored and bravely
dying, across the sidewalks and small garden.

The trees Paul saw in his mind as he walked
were already bare, tall and moaning in the wind
that had encircled the old lodge where he and
Sylvie had spent a week together three seasons
ago. There had been few other people at the
lodge at that time of year, and it seemed to Paul
that there had been none at all. There had been
only Sylvie arid himself and the small room with
a fireplace where they had spent their nights and
those days which had been too cold for walking in
the woods. As he had held Sylvie’s warmth
against him, it had seemed that no other time or
place existed. Paul had surrendered himself to
feelings he had not thought possible as gladly as
he had let the down-filled bedclothes envelop
him against the winter air.

And yet, he realized now, the surrender had
never been complete. It had seemed so during
those timeless moments when present joy had
totally obscured the future; but Paul had sensed
even then that Sylvie’s vision had not failed so
completely as his own. He felt again now a kind
of emotional paralysis he had experienced each
time he had tried to tell Sylvie that she must not
leave him. Several times, as they had lain relaxed
and gazing into the fire that warmed the room,
he had seemed to draw strength from the small
flames and had felt that he would speak his long-
ing not to lose her. Each time, as if able to read his
thoughts, she had insured his silence by intro-
ducing some liight topic of her own.

Sometime during the darkest hours of their
last night together, Paul had awakened to the
sound of muffled sobbing.

He had go,re so far as to plead with her to
extend their stay into a second week. He had seen
a moment’s hesitation in the grey eyes, but it had
been displaced quickly by a familiar blend of sor-
row and finaliity. She had closed the suitcases,
and she and Paul had driven back to the city in
silence. As he had left her at her door, all the
things that still cried out to be said had been
condensed into a pitiful request that she meet
him for lunch the next day. After a long look she
had kissed him and turned away so casually that
he had thought her consent was understood and
had spent the night wakefully in a confused state
of hope and apprehension.

The next day he had arrived at her office a few
minutes earlier than the hour he had set for
lunch and had been told that Sylvie had not come
to work.

Paul walked faster now as if there were some
necessity to out-pace the fading daylight. He
found himself bearing with an unexplained ur-

gency in a straight line down the long corridor of
grass that linked the tall, white obelisk at one end
to the lighted dome at the other. As the dome
loomed nearer and the twilight deepened, Paul
veered to the left and hurriedly climbed two
flights of marble steps. In a few more days, the
gallery would bid farewell to the summer tour-
ists and close its doors early. Tonight, though
Paul’s watch showed a few minutes before nine,
they swung open for him.

Oblivious to familiar creations in oil and white
marble as he passed through the galleries, Paul at
last acknowledged to himself his destination.
Ignoring the warning of a guard that closing time
was at hand, he stopped abruptly and stood star-
ing into the white eyes of the two small marble
busts. The little girl resembled Sylvie. He won-
dered why he had not noticed it before. Resisting
an impulse to touch the marble hair, Paul peered
intently at the other statue, searching for some-
one behind the stone facade--for a glimpse of a
small boy still vulnerable, still capable of com-
mitment to love and its consequences.

A woman passed near him and stopped before
a painting. She was young, long-haired, dressed
in faded jeans and sandals. Strapped to her back
with a device made for the purpose was a baby
whose age Paul could not have guessed. The child
appeared to be a heavy burden for the slight
frame of the mother, but she seemed unaware of
her passenger as she stood absorbed in the pic-
ture before her, an impressionistic scene of boat-
ers on a lake. The child squirmed fretfully, and
the young woman absently patted the stocky leg
behind her as she continued to gaze. Struggling
against the straps that held him, the baby shifted
his position and turned his head. Brown eyes in a
small face whose every feature bespoke exasper-
ation met and held Paul’s. Paul was conscious of
an urge to loose the small prisoner’s bonds and to
set him free.

"Closin’ time, ff you please!"
The terse voice at Paul’s elbow seemed to

trigger a dimming of the light around him. The
young woman shifted abruptly into motion,
brushed back her hair, tugged at the baby’s feet
to straighten him, and left the gallery. The child,
apparently taking heart at these signs of depar-
ture, gathered a fistful of the long hair, held it
against his cheek, and leaned against the woman’s
retreating back. He did not turn his face again.

Despite the pressure of a hand on his elbow
and the sudden falling of near-darkness around
him, Paul watched after the pair until they
blended with the shadows at the end of the long
corridor and disappeared.
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